Friday 10th December 2021 - Talk Circle Questions and Responses focus – reflecting on learning

How do you feel
about your learning
so far this year &
why?

What helps you to
learn? How do the
adults help you?

Due to Covid-19 Talk Circles will be in class groups and based in that year group’s classroom.
RED = Y4 GREEN = Y3 BLUE = Y2 ORANGE = Y1 YELLOW = YR
Happy/positive
PUPIL VOICE:
Worried/anxious
‘Happy’ ‘Good’ ‘I like being at school’ ‘I like learning new things’ ‘I like to learn about everything’ ‘They are
Confused
brilliant’
Excited/confident
‘Confident because we know the teachers.’ ‘Confident because I’m brave and I try my best and then learn
new things.’ ‘I’m happy because I like sharing things.’ ‘I sometimes don’t get maths and I don’t get a turn.’
‘I’m happy and excited because I like new things.’ ‘I get anxious doing things in front of lots of people – like
the school play.’ ‘I sometimes get scared of the classroom.’ ‘I get excited when we go on computers.’
‘I feel proud of my learning because I have tried my hardest.’ ‘I feel in the middle of scared and excited
because I’ve tried my best but sometimes I’m worried if it’s not right.’ ‘I feel proud of myself.’
‘I have enjoyed my learning because I have lovely teachers and they help me so much.’
‘I’m proud of myself in Maths.’ ‘When I first walked into Year 2 tried my hardest.’
‘I’m proud of my English because my handwriting got neater.’ ‘Really good because I like doing everything.’
‘Confident, I have improved my handwriting and my independence.’ ‘Happy, I love being in Y3.’
‘Proud of my teacher who teaches me well.’ ‘I’m proud of my achievements.’
‘Excited, I have the best teachers.’ ‘Teachers help me when I’m stuck.’ ‘I have been impressed with my
learning this year.’ ‘I’m proud, coming on well with my French.’
‘Everyone has moved on really well since starting school.’ ‘I love joining my letters.’
‘I’ve improved in my reading.’ ‘I’ve definitely improved since last year, I day dream less.’
‘Learning is becoming harder but it’s more fun, because it’s more fun I try harder.’ ’I’m happy because my
spellings and handwriting, and a bit maths, have improved.’ ‘I think I’ve got better in maths and doing much
better with hundreds, tens and ones.’ ‘I’m better at maths, I used to worry about it.’ ‘I’ve improved a lot.
I’ve improved so much from Reception, it’s crazy.’
Modelling/showing
PUPIL VOICE:
Explaining
‘The teachers’ ‘My Daddy’ ‘They help me to learn about the world’ ‘They teach me about cooking, they tell me
Let us play/explore
what to put in it.’
Spelling mats
‘If we put our hands up the teachers come to us.’ ‘I get help when I get my words wrong.’
Maths resources
‘I sometimes ask the person next to me to help.’ ‘Modelled writing on the whiteboard.’
Interventions
‘Our teachers listen to us.’ ‘Our teachers are very helpful.’ ‘Poster in the class help – complex sounds.’
Motivators – raffle tickets
‘We use all of the resources on our tables.’ ‘My teachers help me when I get cross.’
‘The adults help me when they show it first on the flipchart.’ ‘The number lines help me.’
‘The teachers help me by repeating questions.’ ‘When I’m around my friends it helps me because it makes me
feel better.’ ‘The base-10 equipment helps me.’ ‘My teachers help me with Maths.’
‘It helps me when there is writing to give me ideas on the board.’ ‘The adults help with my letters.’

What makes
learning tricky?

Remembering
Instructions
Tired

What do you enjoy
about homework/
learning?

Working with mum/dad
Being able to choose what
to do
Doing it at home

‘The teachers modelling and explaining is helpful.’
‘Using Fred Talk to spell a word.’ ‘When I’m struggling in maths I can use the resources.’
‘Learning better in fresh air. Teachers help me in Guided reading.’ ‘What helps me most is resources, but
teachers will always help me.’ ‘Teachers help us notice things we get wrong.’ ‘Dictionaries help. All the
strategies you teach, like column addition help.’ ‘Teachers give you an example so you can get the idea and
can do it yourself.’
PUPIL VOICE:
‘Th and f is tricky’ ‘ think the rainbow flick at football is tricky’ ‘Remembering tricky sounds’ ‘It’s hard when
you’re tired’ ‘Lucky we don’t do maths at the end of the day!’
‘I can’t always remember everything.’ ‘I can forget instructions if there are too many. It would help if we
had them written, or word banks or pictures.’ ‘When others take what I want.’ ‘I don’t like to do things I
don’t want to do.’
‘When Maths is very hard.’ ‘When I’m a bit tired and it’s a bit tricky.’ ‘If it’s not on the board.’
‘When I get stuck and keep getting the wrong answer.’ ‘When I’ve had a rough morning my work seems a bit
harder.’ ‘In English when there’s a lot of words to write.’ ‘When I’m writing letters.’
‘Trying new things.’
‘If it’s too noisy.’ ‘If you get a bit stressed.’
‘When you have to think of different things at once.’ ‘Thinking of lots of things.’
PUPIL VOICE:
‘I felt proud after I’d done all my reading books and I did it all by myself when Mummy was cooking. ‘I like
reading all the sounds.’ ‘Reading the story books with Mummy’’
‘I enjoy it because it is nice to share it.’ ‘I like reading to my mummy, daddy and family.’
‘I like doing maths with my mum because she gives me challenging things.’
‘I sometimes like doing things which are different at home.’
‘You get to make things.’ ‘I can change my ideas.’ ‘You can add lots of different things to it.’
‘That our parents help us.’ ‘It helps us to learn more.’ ‘I like that I get to show and tell my homework in class.’
‘Older siblings can guide you, but in school teachers can help everyone at once as there are more people.’
‘Working with our parents.’
‘Use whatever you want.’ ‘Doing art and presentations.’ ‘Really like the freedom to choose e.g. presentations.’
‘It helps me with things in school like preparing for tests.’ ‘Making models.’ ‘I love the history work.’

